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AUDIENCE OVERVIEW
Advertising with CPA Practice Advisor brings you into an
active, engaging and rapidly growing audience. Here are
some of the highlights:
Peer-To-Peer Perspective
— Content from contributors who relate to readers through first-hand
experience and the editorial direction and leadership of the ONLY fully
credentialed practicing public accountant-as–editor in the tax and
accounting space.

Educational Webcasts & Podcasts
— Timely webcasts offering free CPE session for tax and accounting
professionals on the profession’s most relevant and timely topics
— Monthly recorded podcast series and interviews with the profession’s
thought leaders

Independent Rated Reviews
— The ONLY publication doing “apples-to-apples” comparative, accurate and
fair rated product reviews.

Award-Winning Editorial Excellence
— All star line-up of columnists regularly requested for consulting and speaking
engagements

TaP report
Ask your sales rep for the most current recap of CPA Practice Advisor's Total
Audience Profile
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Why choose
CPA Practice
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to reach the
public
accountant
market?
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Target the Decision Makers
CPA Practice Advisor is the definitive source of
information for tax and accounting professionals in public
practice. It focuses on helping accountants learn how best to

In a 2013 Reader survey, when asked

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

how are you involved in the decision
COLUMNISTS

adopt new techniques and technologies for their firms.

making process for technology

CPA Practice Advisor helps accountants

purchases for your firm

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

 80.95%  Make the final
purchase decision

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

adapt their business practices to better manage and grow
their practice.
Professionals in corporate roles also find
CPA Practice Advisor to be a valuable resource. Our
subscribers are the decision makers who run the systems
and purchase the products.
CPA Practice Advisor is the leader in giving industry
professionals the information, product reviews and advice
they want to read.

See our Total Audience Profile for more details on our print
and digital audience.
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 9.88%  Recommend products/
services

ADVERTISING RATES

 6.97%  Give input into
purchases decisions

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

 2.20% Have little involvement

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

MEET OUR TEAM

CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

U.S Public Accounting Market
Approximately 140,000
accounting firms are in the
United States. (About 1/3 of these are
CPA firms, and the remaining 2/3 are
Public Accountant, Enrolled Agent,
Accounting, and Bookkeeping Firms.)
This includes every accounting firm
from the small sole practitioner all the
way up to the Big 4 firms.

Only 10% of all accounting firms have
more than 10 employees.
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Source: Publishers own data.

90%

of CPA Practice Advisor's
circulation is made up of
firms of fewer than
1
20 employees
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2014 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
January/
February
Digital Only
Ad Close: 1/3/14
Materials Due: 1/8/14

March
Digital Only

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

Special Sections

Reviews

Features

Channels

The Virtual CFO
Readers’ Choice
Firm Productivity
The Year of the Website

Virtual CFO Online
Accounting Systems

Readers’ Choice Awards
Hardware, Scanners, Office Tech
Data Security in
Accounting Firms
Optimizing Workflow
Ready for Tax Season
Thought Leader Symposium
Work-Life Balance

Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance

Thought Leaders
Retail/POS
March Madness CPA Style

Ad Close: 1/31/14
Materials Due: 2/5/13

April
Ad Close: 3/11/13
Materials Due: 3/14/13

May

Digital Only

Who's Who
Get Super Organized

Professional Tax
Preparation Systems
Practice Management

Data Backup/Recovery

Client-Service
Big Data for Small Firms

Non-Profit Accounting

Client Service in Accounting Firms
Payroll Compliance & Reporting

Ad Close: 4/4/14
Materials Due: 4/9/14

June/July
Ad Close: 5/9/14
Materials Due: 5/14/14
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Technology Buyer’s Guide
Small Business
Innovation Awards
Mobile Banking

SMB Accounting Systems
Sales Tax Programs

Small Business Tech
Mobile Tech in Firm
Client-Service
Outsourced Accounting

Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
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2014 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
August
Digital Only
Ad Close: 7/3/14
Materials Due: 7/9/14

September
Ad Close: 8/4/14
Materials Due: 8/7/14

October
Ad Close: 9/2/14
Materials Due: 9/5/14

November

Digital Only
Ad Close: 10/2/14
Materials Due: 10/7/14

December
Ad Close: 10/30/14
Materials Due: 11/4/14
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Special Sections

Reviews

Features

Channels

Back To School
- School Rankings
- Salaries
- CPE
- Business Learning
Firm Marketing
Payroll
40 Under 40

Web Builders
Document Storage
Document Management

Continuing Education
SMB Tech Update

Payroll

Marketing a Tax and
Accounting Firm

Women in
Accounting
ID Theft/Malware/Hackers

W-2/1099
Tax Planning

Powerful Women
Awesome Add-Ons

Collaborative Accounting
Wealth Management Year-end Planning

Hosting Providers
Client Portals
Tax Document
Automation

Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance
Accounting,
Small Business,
Firm Management,
Payroll,
Tax & Compliance

Executive Predictions
Tax Research
Gift Guide
Time & Billing
BYOD - The Changing Face
of Office Technology

Financial Services

Gift Guide
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FEATURED COLUMNISTS
M. Darren Root, CPA. CITP,
Executive Editor
In addition to his editorial role
at CPA Practice Advisor, Darren
is the principal of a successful
10-person accounting practice
and is president of Root Works,
a consulting practice that helps
other accounting firms. With 29
years in practice, he enjoys sharing the strategies on
business building and leadership that have lead to his
firm’s success.

Isaac O’Bannon –
MANAGING Editor
With more than 16 years of
experience in technologies for
professional firms and small
businesses, Isaac particularly
enjoys writing about gadgets and
mobile tech, and is often cited
as a source on sales and use
taxation.
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GAIL PERRY, CPA, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Gail Perry is the editor-in-chief
of CPA Practice Advisor. She
also speaks at many accounting
events, trade shows, and
webinars. She is the author
of over 30 books (including
Mint.com For Dummies and
QuickBooks 2014 On Demand),
and she maintains a small tax practice. Gail is a
graduate of Indiana University where she earned
a bachelors degree in journalism. She returned to
school to study accounting at Illinois State University,
got her CPA, and worked for Deloitte in the Chicago
tax department. She has taught college-level
accounting principles and was on staff for 10 years at
the Indiana CPA Society as a computer applications
instructor. Gail was the publisher and editor-in-chief
of AccountingWEB before joining the CPA Practice
Advisor team.
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FEATURED COLUMNISTS
Brian F. Tankersley, CPA. CITP
TechnOLOGY Editor
Brian has focused his career on
educating professionals on how to
be more productive and profitable
by using best practice workflows
and technologies.

Randy Johnston, MCS, MCP
Randy brings more than 31 years
of experience as a technology
professional serving accountants,
and is widely respected as one
of the foremost thought leaders
serving the profession. He was
the inaugural inductee to the
CPA Practice Advisor's Tax &
Accounting Hall of Fame in 2011

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

Jim Boomer, CPA. CITP
The next generation of leaders
in the profession is coming into
its own every day, and Jim is
the face of that change, sharing
his expertise on managing
technology and knowledge
management in firms.
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Doug Sleeter
If it relates to technologies that
can help a firm’s small business
clients be more productive
and work better with their
accountants, Doug is an expert.
As the founder of the nation’s
largest consultants network, he
shares valuable tips for helping
clients grow stronger.

ADVERTISING RATES

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

MEET OUR TEAM
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Roman Kepczyk, CPA. CITP

Dave McClure

Firm workflow has become
more important than ever in
building and maintaining a
competitive edge. Roman shares
his knowledge and experience
on optimizing internal production
processes within accounting
practices.

Since founding the U.S. Internet
Industry Association, Dave has
become a leading expert on IT
management issues, as well as
cloud-based applications for
business.

Kristy Short, Ed.D
Our resident marketing expert,
Kristy has worked at one of the
largest technology developers for
accountants. She now consults
with firms and offers advice on
how best to strategically build
and maintain an effective brand,
and reach out to existing and
prospective clients.

CPA Practice Advisor is proud to serve the
profession with practicing CPAs in both the

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

COLUMNISTS

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

ADVERTISING RATES

executive editor and editor-in-chief roles,
as well as regular columns by other
credentialled professionals and the top

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

thought leaders in the profession.
MEET OUR TEAM
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Who’s Who
The annual Who’s Who section provides a way for you
to introduce or reinforce your corporate brand and
product offerings. A discount rate offers room for a full
page ad and 800 words of editorial.

Cloud
All of the editorial content in the special Cloud Issue
of is focused on web-based and mobile tech. A
special section offers a two-page spread with a Q&A
advertorial facing your advertising message.

For More information on these productS
and more click here.

www.cpapracticeAdvisor.com/advertise
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Packages begin at
$
8,875
Contact your sales rep today for more information
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Ramping up to an “everything-everywhere” future

W

hat’s your product? It’s
tempting to think that
it’s the reviews, audits,
tax returns, and other
“stuff” that you can hold
in your hand. But the truth is, your
product isn’t stuff. It’s ideas. Expertise.
And above all, client service. Yes, you
still need to complete tax returns and
provide financial information. But
after-the-fact information–the “stuff”
of accounting–is getting less and less
valuable. We’re moving fast toward a
future where data is everywhere,
available to everyone all the time.
What will this always-on future look
like? The tablets and smartphones we’re
familiar with today are just the beginning. We’re already seeing the rise of
what experts call “the Internet of
things,” where household systems,
surfaces, and nearly everything else

will be connected to the cloud.
Client expectations are evolving just
as quickly as the technology. Firms need
to ask themselves whether they’re
providing services in a way that meets
these expectations, or whether they’re
working to suit a world that no longer
exists.
Chances are your clients are already
conducting their business and personal
lives online, and their habits have
changed dramatically since we entered
the mobile web computing cycle. They’re
constantly connected, and they expect
the same from you. This shift was the
major driver behind Accounting CS™
Client Access, which creates a constant,
instantaneous connection between the
firm and the client.
We’re also working on a variety of
new features that will enable you to
share and profit from data in new ways

while elevating client service. Some
recent innovations that I’m particularly
excited about include:
• New mobile tax workflow capabilities
that will redefine the role of mobile
devices in tax prep. Firm clients will
be able to use their mobile devices
to submit s ource documents yearround. Those documents will be
automatically identified and labeled,
and data will be extracted using
OCR technology. This will create a
centralized, automated repository for
source documents that will integrate
seamlessly with the firm’s tax season
workflow.
• New mobile capabilities in NetClient CS®
that will enable firm clients to snap
photos of source documents with
their mobile devices, then upload
them directly via the firm’s
NetClient CS portal. Firm clients

will also be able to send documents
directly from Dropbox™ to the firm.
• New mobile notifications and functionality
for firm clients, including mobile
notifications for e-file and refund
status, mobile client signature
capabilities, and mobile invoicing and
bill pay.
• New integration between
Workpapers CS™ and NetClient CS that
enables practitioners to drag and
drop client source documents directly
to the Workpapers CS binder from
NetClient CS. Workpapers CS enables
practitioners to manage all types of
workpapers, perform sophisticated
trial balance calculations, and use
comprehensive PDF annotations for
digital review.

COLUMNISTS
REUTERS/Bob Strong

Predictions for 2014
Mobile’s “anytime, anywhere, any device”
will give way to “anytime, anywhere,
any device, any user interface.” The
next wave of mobile technology is
already beginning to break down
the boundaries that separate user
interfaces and operating systems, and
there are more Internet-connected
devices than people on earth. Data
will be everywhere. Your clients will
expect their financial data to be
available to them on every device,
every interface, all the time.

JOnATHAn A. BAROn

You will need to automate your
compliance work to keep it profitable.
Compliance work continues to get
more commoditized. The good news
is, new tools and technology will
continue to reduce the amount of
time it takes to complete a tax return,
prepare financial statements, and
the like. Compliance work will still

Your clients will question whether they
really need you. They may not ask you
this question, but they will certainly
ask themselves. The simple fact is that
traditional, after-the-fact computation
and compliance work is getting less
and less valuable.
But the same technology that’s
making compliance work less valuable
is opening up new opportunities in
other areas; analyzing data, forecasting, and providing financial
expertise and advice. These services
will make you even more valuable to

Jon has more than 35 years of experience
providing technology solutions for the
accounting profession. Prior to joining
Thomson Reuters in 1992, he spent 17
years with Wolters Kluwer, CCH. He was
vice president of technology development
at Thomson Reuters from 1992-1998
and was responsible for the design and
development of the Creative Solutions

Managing Director,
Professional, Tax & Accounting,
Thomson Reuters

24

be table stakes for your firm, and
new efficiencies will enable you to
maintain your margins while you
invest more time in value-added
services, client relationships, and
other offerings that will help position
your firm as a trusted advisor.

your clients, they’re more profitable
than compliance work, and you already
have most of the tools you need to
provide them. All you need to do is
bring your clients and staff on board.
We’re entering a world of always-on

connections and ubiquitous data. And
for firms that stay agile and open to
change, it’s opening up a whole new
set of opportunities.

UlTRaTax CS®

Complete more returns in less time.
It all works together. It all works better.
End-to-end seamless tax workflow with UltraTax CS.

About tHoMSoN REutERS:

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

The right data, in the right place, at precisely the right time. That’s what you get from
the profession’s most integrated, most comprehensive, most compelling tax workflow
system. UltraTax CS offers on-premise installation or cloud-based access and lets you
turn tedious data entry time into value-added client advisory time with:

For more than 30 years, the Tax & Accounting business of Thomson Reuters has
been a leading provider of technology and integrated information for tax and
corporate professionals in accounting firms, corporations, law firms, and government.

• Automated source document labeling, organizing, and data extraction, on-the-fly data
sharing, customizable multi-monitor support, and many other timesaving features.

The CS Professional Suite from Thomson Reuters represents one of the most
advanced, integrated suites available for accounting professionals. With leading
products that include UltraTax CS®, Accounting CS, Workpapers CS, netClient CS,
and Practice CS®, our products are designed to work together seamlessly, allowing
every task to flow efficiently from start to finish and eliminating redundant work.
Learn more at CS.ThomsonReuters.com

• Seamless integration with Thomson Reuters Checkpoint® to help you find the
information you need—right in the application.
• An easy conversion from your old software with our guided welcome services program.

suite of products. In July 1998, he was
promoted to president and CEO of the
Creative Solutions business. In 2004,
he was promoted to the position of
president of the Professional business
unit of Tax & Accounting and today is
Managing Director, Professional Segment
for the Tax and Accounting business
of Thomson Reuters, which focuses

2014

This tax season, it’s important to make every answer, every moment count. See why
UltraTax CS ranks #1 in a Journal of Accountancy survey on tax systems serving the
profession. Visit CS.ThomsonReuters.com/UltraTaxCS to see how firms like yours
are putting UltraTax CS to work.

on the accounting, bookkeeping, and
tax software market in the U.S. and
Canada. Jon holds a bachelor’s degree in
accounting from Siena College and an
MBA from Boston University.

EXECUTIVE PREDICTIONS
YEAR&
IN REVIEW 2013
CS PROFESSIONAL SUITE® 800.968.8900

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

©2013 Thomson Reuters. All Rights Reserved. CS Professional Suite, UltraTax CS
and Checkpoint are registered trademarks of Thomson Reuters (Tax& Accounting) Inc.

December 2013 • www.CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

cpa_24-25_ThomsonReuters_F.indd All Pages

Executive Predictions

11/26/13 1:57 PM

Establish your company’s top executive as a thought
leader. The Executive Predictions & Year in Review
section lets your CEO explain the significant advances
your company made in the past year, and to offer
predictions and expectations for the year to come.

Innovation Awards
Over the past nine years, the Innovation Awards have
become the pinnacle of achievement for technology
vendors serving the tax and accounting profession.
Winners ultimate bragging rights over the competition,
and provide validation for the hard work and
determination for those who achieve the recognition.

For More information on these productS
and more click here.

www.cpapracticeAdvisor.com/advertise
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Packages begin at
$
8,875
Contact your sales rep today for more information
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Online Interactive Content - 24/7
Why does the
accounting profession
come to

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

NEWS: CPAPracticeAdvisor.com and our
e-newsletters provide real-time and breaking
news specific to the tax and accounting
profession.

?

INFORMATION: CPAPracticeAdvisor.com lets
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visitors stay on top of the issues affecting the
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Research & Reviews.
News & Analysis.
Expert Columnists.
Online CPE.

profession, and quickly find reviews of the

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

technologies they need.
ADVERTISING RATES

Columnists: CPAPracticeAdvisor.com has
the most experienced columnists serving the

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

profession, providing tax and accounting pros
the information that affects your firm, and

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

providing you with the information that affects
your industry.

MEET OUR TEAM
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INTERACTIVE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
eBlast

An
increase of

221%

UNIQUE visitors
from
2012 to 2013
For More information on these productS
and more click here.

www.cpapracticeAdvisor.com/advertise

Send your message to readers who ask to receive your promotional advertising. Our lists are sponsored exclusively by YOU. No
spamming! eBlasts can work to secure instant purchases and help
to increase traffic to your website with links embedded in the page.

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW
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Web Seminars
Modern companies are challenged to reach and engage international and external audiences for marketing, training, and corporate communications. Cygnus Digital Webcasting is proven to
drive higher levels of audience engagement around your message
using a highly scalable and reliable platform for visual enterprise
communications.

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

Online Snapshot*

ADVERTISING RATES

CPAPracticeAdvisor.com averages 229,719* page views from
93,544* unique visitors every month. Visitors who come to
our website stick around. The average visitor reads 1.97 pages
per visit. Additionally, we have approximately 27,526 registered and identified users per month. Registered users have
set up a login and password for the website and identified users
have taken an action on the website like requesting information
from the buyer’s Guide, attending a webinar or downloading a
whitepaper but have not yet set-up a login and password.

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

MEET OUR TEAM
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ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

POWERFUL WOMEN

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

By Taija Jenkins, Associate Editor

25 Women Who are Powerhouses
in the Accounting Profession

T

ake one look and it becomes evident that
the world around us is changing at lightning speed. Cloud-based businesses.
Mobile technology. Flexible work
schedules. Streaming media. Working
from anywhere, anytime. This change isn’t tied to just
one industry either, as any accounting professional
will tell you. The accounting profession has witnessed
enormous change over the years and one of the major
forces behind that change has been women.

2014

Last year, CPA Practice Advisor realized that women were not receiving the
recognition they deserved despite their
enormous influence on the accounting
profession. We became committed to
honoring the women who are making
the greatest impact in this profession
with our first annual Most Powerful
Women in Accounting Awards.
We are excited to, once again, recognize true powerhouses both inside and
outside of the office. The honorees of the

READERS’
CHOICE

AWARDS

14

2013 Most Powerful Women in
Accounting Award demonstrate true
leadership and commitment though
their professional contributions and
initiatives, leadership and community
involvement.
It’s impossible to work within the
profession and not feel the impact that
these women are making on the community. Several organizations and firms
have started their own women’s initiative
programs aimed at honoring and sup-

porting women in accounting. Despite
some of the trials and roadblocks some
of our honorees have had to face, they
have succeeded in entering into the
profession and making a name for
themselves.
The 2013 honorees each have unique
stories and contributions to the
accounting world. While some may have
had to overcome dated stereotypes and
environments, others never felt a stigma
associated with being a woman. However, they are all united in their passion
for and desire to impact and grow not
just the current state of accounting, but
future professionals as well. These
women are aware of the power that exists
behind their knowledge and experience
and they are more than willing to use it
for the good of the profession.
Yes, these women have changed
the game of accounting and it will
never be the same. Congratulations
to the 2013 Most Powerful Women
in Accounting.

Learn more about the 2013 Most Powerful Women in Accounting at:
www.CPAPracticeAdvisor.com/11187918

gAil Perry, CPA
Editor-in-Chief, AccoutingWeb

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

Jennifer KAtrulyA, CPA
CEO, BRMG

KAren ABrAMson
CEO, Wolters Kluwer Tax & Accounting

COLUMNISTS

The 2013
Honorees for the
Most Powerful

Beth A. Wood, CPA
State Auditor, North Carolina

edi osBorne
CEO, Mentor Plus

gAle Crosley, CPA
President & CEO, Crosley Company

Women in
Accounting
Awards are:
18

CArolyn MAzzengA, CPA

esther PhAhlA, CPA

Partner, Marcum LLP

President & CEO, Phahla CPA

MiChelle golden
President, Golden Practices Inc.

November 2013 • www.CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

40 Under 40

Readers’ Choice

Women in Accounting

The “40 Under 40” program seeks
to recognize top young individuals
by allowing accountants, tax
professionals, and others in
and related to the profession to
nominate those persons that they
strongly believe exemplify the
very best in their field. You are the
ones who have observed them
and we have confidence that you
will help us identify those who will
help steer the profession for the
decades to come.

The Readers’ Choice Awards allow
our print and online readers to
name the technologies they prefer
when it comes to more than 30
types of practice services and
small business tools. From tax
prep and planning, to write-up and
cloud technologies. Get your users
involved and get out the vote!

The 25 Most Powerful Women in
Accounting" award recognizes
the leadership and achievements
of the most influential women in
the tax and accounting space.
Their determination and mentor
role is critical to the continued
diversification of the profession.

Limited Sponsorship Opportunities Are Available in
Conjunction with these Awards
Contact your Sales Rep for details

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING
Channel Sponsorship
CPA Practice Advisor offers the opportunity
to super target your marketing message
through our channel sponsorships.
Available channels
• Small Business
• Tax & Compliance
• Accounting and Audit
• Firm Management

15

These channels offer the opportunity to
deliver your message next to targeted
content. The sponsorship includes the top
Leaderboard and Premium Display banner
(970 x 90 pixels) on the channel home
page along with a 300x250 pixel ad on
the associated weekly newsletter for your
channel. As an extra bonus, your web
banners will continue appearing on a
rotational basis as visitors scroll down the
channel landing page and read addtional
articles. Estimated number of impressions
- 70,000
Sponsorship price: $6,250

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

LEADERBOARD

300X250 px
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VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES
The Cygnus Video team can
make the process of creating
a video specifically tailored to
your needs EASY. We provide
all the equipment and
knowledge to meet your
marketing needs and you can
be as involved or hands- off
as you desire.

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

Profile Video

Your product or company featured in a video

Do you want to share with your customers the people, processes
and exclusive insight behind your company and products? Would
one of your employees be the best person to tell the story for your
business and its products? Then the Profile Video package may
be the ideal fit for your needs.

Contact your sales rep for more information.

Custom Video

Create Your Own Video

Video is one of the most engaging content types of any media
and can be the key piece to your marketing campaign. It can also
be overwhelming to produce a video. But not when you work with
the Cygnus Multimedia team. We make the process of creating a
video specifically tailored to your needs an EASY one. We provide
the equipment, experience and resources to execute your vision.
And you can be as involved or hands-off as you desire.

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

COLUMNISTS

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

ADVERTISING RATES

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

Contact your sales rep for more information.
For More information on these productS and more click here.

www.cpapracticeAdvisor.com/advertise
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VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES
Video Spotlight

Your Branded Content —
Our Reach

Bring more attention to your videos
with the Video Spotlight program. It
will feature your video on the CPA
Practice Advisor website in prominent positions for a period of time
to help you reach your targeted
audience. The Video Spotlight program takes your branded content
and leverages our reach in the industry to give you a positive return
on your video investment.

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

Video Advertising

Cygnus Business Media produces
a number of videos for their online
properties. With these videos come
a number of advertising opportunities for you to take advantage of.
These include pre-and post–roll
videos as well as in–player and
companion banner ads. No matter
which type best fits your marketing
campaign, you’ll enjoy the benefits
these ad positions have shown to
deliver – brand recognition, click –
through conversions and more.

Custom Newscast

A custom newscast provides impactful exposure for your business,
products, services and people
through on-camera interviews, customer testimonials, product demos,
news updates and more. I this
day of digital marketing it’s about
creating content, not commercials
and video is the most engaging
content out there. Launch your
custom newscast today!

Contact your sales rep for more
information.

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

COLUMNISTS

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

ADVERTISING RATES

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES
For More information on these productS and more click here.

www.cpapracticeAdvisor.com/advertise
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ADVERTISING RATES

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

Print (includes Digital and Tablet)
1xxxx

2xxx

3xxx

4xxx

SPREAD

$18,865

$17,271

$16,965

$16,245

$15,096

1/2 Spread

$13,158

$12,330

$11,858

$11,327

$10,908

Full Page

$10,481

$9,595

$9,425

$9,025

$8,387

2/3

$8,895

$8,264

$8,017

$7,632

$7,241

1/2

$7,310

$6,850

$6,588

$6,293

$6,060

1/3

$5,750

$5,360

$5,160

$4,952

$4,698

1/4

$4,450

$4,129

$4,010

$3,890

$3,615

1x

2x

3x

4x

5x

Spread

$7,546

$6,908

$6,786

$6,498

$6,038

1/2 Spread

$5,263

$4,932

$4,743

$4,531

$4,363

Full Page

$4,192

$3,838

$3,770

$3,610

$3,355

1/2 page

$2,924

$2,740

$2,635

$2,517

$2,424

1/4 page

$1,780

$1,652

$1,604

$1,556

$1,446

Digital/Tablet Only

5xxx xxx
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MEET OUR TEAM
For More information on these productS and more click here.
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

ChanNel SponsorSHIP Package
			

1month

3 Months

6 Months

12 Months

See page 15 for more details.		

$6,250

$5,625

$5,063

$4,556

COLUMNISTS

ROS Impression pricing per thousand (CPM) (10,000 minimum)
			

1month

3 Months

6 Months

12 Months

970x90 (plus alternate sizes for mobile/tablet)

$145

$131

$117

$106

300x250			

$110

$99

$89

$80

300x600			

$130

$117

$105

$95

Wallpaper			

$185

$167

$150

$135

E-Newsletter ADVERTISING

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

ADVERTISING RATES

			

1month

3 Months

6 Months

12 Months

300x250			

$2,500

$2,250

$2,025

$1,823

Top 468x60			

$1,800

$1,620

$1,458

$1,312

Middle 468x60			

$1,110

$999

$899

$809

Bottom 468x60			

$900

$810

$729

$656

For More information on these productS and more click here.

www.cpapracticeAdvisor.com/advertise
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES
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CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

PRODUCT & SERVICES Guide

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

CPAPracticeAdvisor.com’s Product and Services
Guide is a place to do business. It provides
visitors an interactive listing of products,
services and solutions located in one, easyto-navigate place and provides leads to the
companies whose product are listed. Visitors
are encouraged to view products listed in the
guide through ongoing promotion of your listing
alongside reviews, articles and news items. Your
product will also be featured in CPA Practice
Advisor’s annual print directory at no additional
cost.
Cost per year - $975 (discounts available for
multiple listings)
For the many products CPA Practice Advisor
reviews, there is an opportunity to gain
additional exposure and leads. While reading
your product’s review, visitors can now request
information about your product with one click.
Additionally, your Product and Service Guide
listing will link back to your review.
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COLUMNISTS

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

ADVERTISING RATES

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

Want to further
enhance your listing?
Ask your sales rep
about adding a product
walk-through video.
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MEET OUR TEAM

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

PUBLISHER

Jim Baker

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

800-547-7377 ext. 2107 (O)
262-473-9548 (C)
jim.baker@CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

M. Darren Root CPA.CITP

Gail Perry CPA

800-547-7377 ext. 2114
droot@root.com

800-547-7377 ext. 1782
gail.perry@CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

MANAGING
EDITOR

National
Sales
Manager

Isaac M. O’Bannon

800-547-7377 ext. 2110
isaac.obannon@
CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

Barry Strobel

800-547-7377 ext. 2103
barry.strobel@
CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

Associate EDITOR

Taija Jenkins

800-547-7377 ext. 2732
taija.jenkins@CPAPracticeAdvisor.com
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TECHNOLOGY
EDITOR
Brian Tankersley
CPA.CITP

865-684-4707
brian@bftcpa.com

MEDIA PRODUCTION
REPRESENTATIVE

COLUMNISTS

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

ADVERTISING RATES

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES

Barb Evenson

800-547-7377 ext. 1629
barb.evenson@CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

SEND PRESS/PRODUCT RELEASES TO: CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR
E-mail to: editor@CPAPracticeAdvisor.com

MEET OUR TEAM

CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

CYGNUS BUSINESS MEDIA

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

Which portion of Cygnus’ broad reach
is right for you?
• 1.7 million publication subscribers
• 2 million unique visitors monthly
• 1.2 million small business owners and management
personnel
• More than 335,000 contractors and related titles
• 1 million Public Safety and Security Specialists

WHY CPA PRACTICE ADVISOR

COLUMNISTS

THOUGHT LEADER OPPORTUNITIES

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

ADVERTISING RATES

DIGITAL ADVERTISING

Contact your representative on how to reach this viable audience
VIDEO OPPORTUNITIES
CYGNUS BUSINESS MEDIA
P.O. Box 803, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0803
800-547-7377 • 920-563-6388 • 920-563-1702 fax
www.cygnus.com
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